On behalf of the board of directors of the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, we are pleased to present this report on our programs, activities and financial health for our 2021 fiscal year (July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021).

Fiscal year 2021 was a critical year for the Cultural Alliance, our 436 member organizations and the broader arts and culture community. Our research has shown that, in the first year of the pandemic, arts and culture lost at least $1 million each day. These losses resulted in tremendous economic setbacks for our region: 29,000 jobs gone, $684 million in audience spending evaporated and a total economic impact loss of $2.33 billion to our regional economy. While it’s easy to get lost in these enormous numbers, the Cultural Alliance is keenly aware that these are all too personal for the leaders of arts organizations and their employees, patrons and artists.

We hope that this report provides an understanding of the impact of the Cultural Alliance on the region’s arts and culture organizations and, most importantly, the people who depend upon and benefit from such a vital sector. In FY21, that was 151,999 individuals.

Over the last year the Cultural Alliance completed a significant leadership transition and Patricia Wilson Aden became President & CEO in January 2022. With Aden’s appointment, the Cultural Alliance welcomes a highly respected and transformational arts and culture leader to guide the organization into its next chapter.

We applaud and thank the staff for their efforts to advance the mission of the Cultural Alliance and serve a sector in need of guidance, support and resources.

We are extremely grateful to all who have invested in the Cultural Alliance: our board, member organizations, funders, donors and sponsors. Together, we are helping to ensure the health and vitality of the arts and culture sector. We could not do this work without your generous support.

PRISCILLA M. LUCE
Interim President & CEO
(July 2020-December 2021)
Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance

CATHERINE M. CAHILL
Chair, Board of Directors
Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance
THE MISSION OF THE GREATER PHILADELPHIA CULTURAL ALLIANCE IS TO LEAD, STRENGTHEN AND AMPLIFY THE VOICES OF A CULTURAL COMMUNITY THAT IGNITES CREATIVITY, INSPIRES PEOPLE AND IS ESSENTIAL FOR A HEALTHY REGION.

This mission is manifested through programs that:

- Promote the value and visibility of arts & culture
- Inform, convene & connect
- Build skills and capacity

The Cultural Alliance recognizes that our mission and work takes place on the traditional lands of the Lenape People and we pay our respect to elders both past and present.

In 2021, the arts and culture sector continued to grapple with the uncertainties of the pandemic, while addressing diversity and equity within our systems and institutions. The work of the Cultural Alliance supported the cultural community as they navigated these changes and unpredictability.

436 organizations chose to be members as a result.

But it was much more than that. These members represent thousands of staff, volunteers, artists and audiences with access to Alliance resources and programs.

These were a lifeline to 151,999 people. And as the sector continues to wrestle with uncertainty, we will be there for them.

Join us!
Support this lifeline now.

DONATE
You will see in this report the number of individuals impacted by the Cultural Alliance’s mission in FY21. Stories from executive directors, advocates, funders and more highlight this on a personal level.

These impacts ripple out into our arts and culture organizations, neighborhoods and communities, region and beyond.

The Cultural Alliance impacted 151,999 people.
COVID-19 ECONOMIC IMPACT SURVEY REPORT

1,268 READERS: The Cultural Alliance monitored the impact of the pandemic on the region’s arts and culture organizations. The Cultural Alliance conducted two surveys—one in October 2020 and one again in February 2021—looking at the financial, programmatic and workforce impacts of the pandemic and forced closures. The COVID-19 Economic Impact Survey Report was released on March 17, 2021, coinciding with the one-year mark of the pandemic and subsequent closures.

ECONOMIC IMPACT REPORT

1,326 READERS: In preparation for advocating for arts and culture funding with city and state governments, the Cultural Alliance took the current data from this year’s surveys and compared it against baseline figures and models built from the Cultural Alliance’s previous studies on economic impact.
REPORT ROLLOUT

200 ATTENDEES: The rollout of the report included a preview for Philadelphia City Council on March 16. Several councilmembers and/or their staff attended the presentation, including Councilmembers Cindy Bass, Katherine Gilmore-Richardson, Derek Green and Isaiah Thomas. The report was also presented to 43 members of the Alliance’s Cultural Cabinet, a group of donors who support the Alliance and numerous other arts and culture institutions throughout the region.

It was also presented to a group of arts and culture funders on March 19. Attendees included The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage, John S. & James L. Knight Foundation, and William Penn Foundation. Finally, the report was presented to over 130 representatives of our member organizations on March 17 and to the Arts + Business Council for Greater Philadelphia’s Advisory Board on March 30.

FAST FACTS: RESEARCH
- NATIONAL LEADER IN DATA AND ANALYSIS
- ONLY LOCAL RESOURCE FOR BENCHMARKING DATA
- RESOURCE FOR FUNDERS, ARTS LEADERS AND ELECTED OFFICIALS

OBJECTIVE BASELINE: “This is a wonderful (if saddening) report providing an objective baseline... I'm sure there are serious economic multiplier effects that come from having a viable arts community.”

- Marc Pomper
  (Cultural Alliance Donor)

RESEARCH MATTERS DEEPLY: “I believe that the Alliance's work in data collection and research matters deeply to our community because it gives organizations and their supporters data that they need to be more effective in making their work and also in advocating for their value with supporters at a variety of levels.”

- John Federico
  (Senior Community Services)
The survival of arts and culture in the Philadelphia region since March 2020 has required an abundance of information to support nimble and adjustable strategies. Arts leaders, funders, donors, elected officials and more have looked to the Cultural Alliance for this vital data. Because of our research, they can make data-informed decisions.

Our data has spotlighted the struggles of arts and culture throughout the pandemic for the public. Over the course of FY21, the data has been cited in eight articles in The Philadelphia Inquirer, Philadelphia Business Journal, Generocity and more.

Each data point in our research is more than a number or statistic. They represent real people striving to maintain employees, deliver their mission and serve their communities.

Our research was a vital resource to 2,794 leaders.
IMPACT: ADVOCACY

CITY ADVOCACY

745 ADVOCATES: In May 2021, the Cultural Alliance called on the City of Philadelphia to provide $20 million in relief funds for arts and culture. Then, in June 2021, Philadelphia City Council passed a budget that included an increase for the Philadelphia Cultural Fund from $1 million in FY21 to $2.5 million. The inclusion of these funds in the FY22 budget is a great step forward and the result of 745 unique grassroots advocates reaching out to City Council via email in support of the Cultural Alliance’s call for significant relief funds.

GRASSROOTS ADVOCACY

360 ADVOCATES: This success at city-level government is also largely a result of a cohort of grassroots advocacy leaders, who both advised and partnered with us in advocacy for the arts and culture sector over the 2020-2021 fiscal year. These leaders include representatives from the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, Philly Culture United, Girls Rock Philly, and Spiral Q. This group has significantly expanded our grassroots advocacy reach. Together, they created and led the #LightsOn campaign in the fall of 2020, bringing together 360 grassroots advocates calling for the city to bring the lights back on in the city’s cultural organizations.

CITY COUNCIL AND STATE TESTIMONY

In March and April 2021, Cultural Alliance Interim President and CEO Priscilla M. Luce testified before City Council’s Hospitality Industry Working Group and the Pennsylvania State Senate’s Majority Policy Committee about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on arts and culture in the Philadelphia region. Both testimonies featured data from the COVID-19 Economic Impact Survey Report and urged leaders to consider the needs of the sector in reopening decisions and financial allocations.

FAST FACTS: ADVOCACY

- Most members have small budgets (under $1M) and no advocacy capacity
- Only local arts service organization with advocacy infrastructure
- Our advocacy infrastructure amplifies their voices where it matters most

INDISPENSIBLE: “This partnership has been tremendous with our advocacy efforts and amplifying the community voices of individual artists, creators, and small arts organizations. Furthermore, this experience confirms that the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance is indispensable to the arts and culture sector.”

- Aalyah Duncan, (Philly Culture United)

PROACTIVE: “Drawing together leaders from large and small, non-profit and for-profit organizations, the Cultural Alliance’s Advocacy Working Group was able to proactively communicate the impact of arts and culture and advocate for support at a critical time.”

- Matt Rader, (President, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society and Cultural Alliance Board Member)
IMPACT: ADVOCACY

It is critical that the arts and culture sector communicate as a united front in city and state-level advocacy. This is especially true as the impacts of the pandemic continue and funding distributions shift.

Through our research, convening mechanisms and public visibility, the Cultural Alliance continued to shine a light on the needs of Greater Philadelphia’s $4.1 billion dollar arts and culture sector. The pandemic has further reduced arts organizations’ budgets and staff capacity to advocate on their own. And yet, they must be heard by elected officials. This is where the Cultural Alliance’s amplification is critical.

Grassroots advocates united with the Cultural Alliance to call for government support. These calls amplified the needs of hundreds of small arts groups.

The Alliance united 1,105 advocates.
IMPACT: DEI & ANTI-RACISM

UNCONSCIOUS BIAS SERIES

346 PARTICIPANTS: In January and February 2021, the Cultural Alliance hosted our first Unconscious Bias Series, supported by the National Endowment for the Arts. This series of four workshops explored how unconscious bias impacts arts and cultural organizations and affects their ability to connect and engage new and existing audiences. Each workshop focused on one of four biases: race, class, gender and accessibility. Due to the high demand for the program, it was offered again in April-May 2021. A total of 346 individuals participated over both runs of the Series.

EQUITABLE HIRING RESOURCE BANK

1,195 PAGEVIEWS: In May 2021, the Cultural Alliance implemented a field for salary and hourly rate information on all posts on our Job Bank. In July 2021, these fields became required. This is reflective of our commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion and to leading the sector in best practices to support DEI. In addition to this new requirement, the Cultural Alliance launched the Equitable Hiring Resource Bank. This page is intended to supplement the Job Bank and provide resources for those seeking to be more equitable in their hiring practices. The Equitable Hiring Resource Bank is organized by stages in the employment process and will be updated periodically to evolve alongside workforce procedures.

INVITING AND NON-JUDGMENTAL:
“I appreciated the generous, inviting, and non-judgmental spirit of the facilitators. It was good to hear from others on this journey and I look forward to working together in the future with continued self reflection, vulnerability and openness to learning and change. Thank you for doing this work.”

- Anti-racism Workshop Participant (anonymous)

SPACE TO TALK: “The self-reflection was invaluable, same with having the space to talk about it in small groups. These convos don’t happen nearly enough at places of work.”

- Anti-racism Workshop Participant (anonymous)
IMPACT: DEI & ANTI-RACISM (CONT’D)

BLOOMBERG ARTS INTERNSHIP PHILADELPHIA

50 YOUNG PEOPLE: In 2021, 50 young people from 18 schools spent the summer supporting 22 organizations across Philadelphia with marketing and communications, exhibitions and programming, and in-depth research projects. This year, as many of our worksite partners opened their doors, Bloomberg interns were placed in remote, in-person and hybrid positions.

Through the Bloomberg Arts Internship (BAI), the Cultural Alliance immerses young people in Greater Philadelphia’s vibrant arts and culture community. Beyond that, the internship represents an investment in the future of the sector by creating early-career opportunities to do real-world work at an arts organization. By developing and delivering programs like BAI with the support of Bloomberg Philanthropies, the Cultural Alliance is committed to developing a diverse workforce pipeline that will fuel the next generation of arts leaders.

FAST FACTS: DEI & ANTI-RACISM

- WORKING TOWARD DEI SINCE 2017
- BLOOMBERG ARTS INTERNSHIP BUILDS THE PIPELINE FOR FUTURE ARTS AND CULTURE LEADERS
- ADVOCACY PRIMARILY IMPACTS SMALL, BIPOC-LED OR NEIGHBORHOOD-BASED ORGANIZATIONS

SUPPORT: “I also wanted to let you all know that I’ve started an unofficial small business selling little bee pins using the money I’ve earned from working at BAI... None of this would have happened without the resources BAI gave, or the support that I still rely on to this day.”

- Bloomberg Arts Intern

BREAK MISCONCEPTIONS: “I really got to see the behind the scenes of how exhibits/galleries are made and what it’s like to be a teaching artist. These experiences helped break that misconception that being an artist isn’t really a career.”

- Bloomberg Arts Intern
As the country continues to grapple with the racial and social reckoning that exploded with the murder of George Floyd in 2020, the Cultural Alliance has remained a resource for arts and culture organizations’ work in diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI).

We are not experts on these issues. However, our work is building a more diverse, inclusive and equitable arts and culture sector. To that end, the Cultural Alliance has leveraged our unique position to raise awareness of systemic barriers to creating and working in Philadelphia’s arts and culture sector; to connect people and organizations seeking to do this work to those who are experts; and to advocate for equitable funding.

Our advocacy and professional development are building a more diverse, inclusive and equitable arts and culture sector.

The Alliance helped 1,591 people break systemic barriers in their workplace.

1,591 ALLIES
IMPACT: AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

FUNSAVERS

145,242 FUNSAVERS SUBSCRIBERS: In June and July 2021, the Cultural Alliance formally announced to our members and subscribers that our Funsavers discount ticket email was evolving. Throughout FY21, Funsavers transitioned to be largely focused on highlighting our vibrant cultural community by sharing their stories of creativity while ticket sales remained slow. As the sector continues to reopen, Funsavers will offer discount tickets, but will also continue to feature engaging content highlighting the arts and culture community.

PHILLYFUNGUIDE PARTNERSHIPS

The Cultural Alliance has formed partnerships with several peer organizations to showcase arts and culture in our region. These partnerships are working toward our ultimate goal for the Phillyfunguide to increase our calendar footprint and become the premiere aggregator for arts and culture events and more for the region. We worked with Ready. Set. Philly! and Visit Philadelphia to share content, marketing promotions and strategy. We worked with Broad Street Review, DelcoArts and Theatre Philadelphia to share their content with our audiences in the form of an email or content on our website. The Cultural Alliance has many new and established calendar partnerships for Phillyfunguide including Broad Street Review, Valley Forge Visitors & Convention Board, Cultural Alliance of Chester County and Avenue of the Arts.

CLEAR INTEREST: “Success [for our new monthly newsletter together] was immediate, with clear interest from many readers. We are delighted to continue this partnership and grow our mutual audience.”

- Neil Bardhan (Broad Street Review)

COLLABORATION: “I just want to give you all the kudos in the world because the cooperation and the collaboration that’s going on is just tremendous. It truly is what the arts is all about.”

- Mark Cardwell (Ohio Marketing)
REOPENING MARKETING COLLABORATIVE

48 PARTICIPANTS: In June 2021, the Alliance hosted the first meeting of the Arts & Culture Reopening Collaborative. A total of 48 people—representing arts and culture organizations, local media and marketing organizations, and community stakeholders in the Greater Philadelphia area—met to share resources, combine marketing efforts, align messaging and create greater visibility for the sector as we reopen Philadelphia.

MARKETING AFFINITY GROUP

50 MEMBERS: Throughout FY21, the Cultural Alliance convened a marketing affinity group to discuss topics such as marketing through a crisis, best practices and audience data. Partners on these programs included Capacity Interactive, En Route, SMU DataArts and R&R Creative. This group had nearly 50 members in the 2021 fiscal year.

FAST FACTS: AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

- MOST MEMBERS HAVE SMALL BUDGETS (UNDER $1M) WITH LITTLE-TO-NO MARKETING CAPACITY
- SERVE AS A CRITICAL CONNECTOR BETWEEN AUDIENCES AND CULTURAL GROUPS
- STRETCH LIMITED MARKETING DOLLARS
IMPACT: AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT

Now more than ever, arts and culture needs an audience. And, audiences need to know it is safe to return.

We serve as a critical connector between these two groups. For cultural organizations, we provide access to best practices and collaborative marketing. These programs stretch limited marketing budgets. For audiences, we provide access and information to encourage attendance through Phillyfunguide and Funsavers.

The Alliance was a trusted partner and resource for 145,300+ individuals.

145,340
PEOPLE ENGAGED
MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS

436 ARTS LEADERS: Arts and culture organizations faced continued challenges in 2021. However, in FY21, 436 organizations chose to be members of the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance. These members are incredibly diverse. 23% are located outside of Philadelphia and 78% have budgets under $1 million. All of these organizations were willing to invest limited dollars to maintain their membership and ensure that they—and their staff—had access to the resources, information and programming provided by the Cultural Alliance during this uncertain time.

ANNUAL MEETING

698 ANNUAL MEETING VIEWERS: In September 2020, the Cultural Alliance convened our membership virtually to celebrate the importance of the sector to our region and reflect on how our cultural community has adapted to meet the current moment. The program included a commissioned poem by Denice Frohman entitled “Petition” and a recorded performance by PHILADANCO! There were also three short videos celebrating the sector’s ability to rise to the occasion despite the challenges of the pandemic, to show up against racial injustice and provide support to the Black Lives Matter movement, and to be resilient through all of the challenges of 2020 and beyond.

PEER EXCHANGE

35 EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS: In March 2021, the Cultural Alliance convened a peer exchange of executive leaders throughout the arts and culture community. This meeting provided an informal opportunity for leaders to meet with their peers to discuss the challenges they have been facing within their organizations. More than 35 executive directors and other leaders attended this event.

FAST FACTS: MEMBER SERVICES

- 436 MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING EVERY DISCIPLINE
- 23% LOCATED OUTSIDE OF PHILADELPHIA
- MEMBERSHIP PROVIDES A PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION WITH DIVERSE ORGANIZATIONS

PERIODICAL: “[I]t was helpful to] meet my colleagues across different cultural institutions, whom I am not regularly in touch with. Put our own experience into perspective. We have a lot to share and learn from one another!”

- Peer Exchange Participant (anonymous)

HELPFUL: “It’s been a year since I’ve seen many of the people in the session and that alone was surprisingly helpful.”

- Peer Exchange Participant (anonymous)
MEMBER DIVERSITY

2020 CULTURAL ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIPS BY COUNTY

- Bucks County (3%)
- Chester County (4%)
- Delaware County (6%)
- Montgomery County (7%)
- Philadelphia County (77%)
- Other Counties (3%)

2021 CULTURAL ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIPS BY DISCIPLINE

- Community Arts & Education (24%)
- Museums, Visual Arts & History (21%)
- Performing Arts (47%)
- Service & Other (8%)

2020 CULTURAL ALLIANCE MEMBERSHIPS BY BUDGET SIZE

- <$100,000 (44%)
- $100,000-$249,999 (17%)
- $250,000-$499,999 (9%)
- $500,000-$999,999 (8%)
- $1,000,000-$4,999,999 (14%)
- $5,000,000-$9,999,999 (3%)
- >$10,000,000 (5%)

23% OF MEMBERSHIPS ARE OUTSIDE OF PHILADELPHIA

78% HAVE BUDGETS UNDER $1M
IMPACT: MEMBER SERVICES

Our members are the beating heart of the Cultural Alliance.

Member organizations receive vital discounts and resources, ranging from free highlights in our Funsavers weekly email and free job postings on the Job Bank, to cost savings for organization’s payroll and printing, as well as tuition savings at Drexel University.

Despite all of the challenges and uncertainties in the 2021 fiscal year, 436 leaders chose to allocate a precious portion of their budget to membership. This clearly shows that organizations of all sizes and disciplines find value in Alliance membership.

These 436 member organizations represent more than 1,169 individuals, such as staff, volunteers, and audiences.

1,169
Leaders Used
Cultural Alliance Resources

Courtesy We Are the Seeds
You have read stories from executive directors, advocates and funders. These stories highlight the Cultural Alliance’s impact on a personal level. And these impacts ripple out into our arts and culture organizations, neighborhoods and communities, region and beyond.

The Cultural Alliance was a lifeline to 151,999 people.
FINANCES

The financial health of the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance ensures we can continue to support those who are invested in Philadelphia’s arts and culture sector and its impact on our communities.

Please consider a gift to the Cultural Alliance to ensure this impact continues. Support this impact!

REVENUES FY21 - $2,206,878

EARNED REVENUE $335,743 (15%)
- Membership Dues $211,700 (10%)
- Other Earned Income $114,043 (5%)

CONTRIBUTED REVENUE $1,871,135 (85%)
- Arts Aid PHL $199,622 (9%)
- Corporations $161,751 (7%)
- Foundations $724,302 (33%)
- Government for Operations $25,830 (2%)
- Government, PPA Grant Program $413,168 (19%)
- Individuals $161,949 (7%)
- PPP Loan Forgiveness $184,513 (8%)

EXPENSES FY21 - $2,172,055

- Advocacy + Research $394,148 (18%)
- Arts Aid PHL $200,623 (9%)
- Audience Engagement $368,879 (17%)
- Member Services + Administration $464,314 (22%)
- Creative Youth Development $312,195 (14%)
- PPA Grantmaking $431,896 (20%)

Click here to view the FY21 Audited Financial Statements.
2020-2021 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OFFICERS
Catherine M. Cahill, Chair, President & CEO, The Mann Center for the Performing Arts
Patricia Wellenbach, Vice Chair, President & CEO, Please Touch Museum
Ken Metzner, Vice Chair, Former Executive Director, The Association for the Colonial Theatre
Angela Val, Vice Chair, Former Chief Administrative Officer, Philadelphia Convention & Visitors Bureau
Cecelia Fitzgibbon, Treasurer, President, Moore College of Art & Design
Jamie J. Brunson, Secretary, Executive Director, First Person Arts
Priscilla M. Luce, Interim President & CEO, Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance*

BOARD MEMBERS
Jennifer Alleva, Managing Partner, Your Part-Time Controller, LLC
David Acosta, Artistic Director, Casa de Duende
Jennifer Bohnenberger, Chief Operating Officer & Director of Programs, Independence Foundation
Gwen Borowsky, CEO, National Liberty Museum
David Brigham, President & CEO, Historical Society of Pennsylvania
Joseph Conyers, Assistant Principal Bass, The Philadelphia Orchestra; Former Executive Director, Project 440
Carmen Febo-San Miguel, Former Executive Director, Taller Puertorriqueño
Kim E. Fraites-Dow, President & CEO, Girl Scouts of Eastern Pennsylvania
Kelly Lee, Chief Cultural Officer, City of Philadelphia*
Suzanne McFadden, Senior Vice President, Marketing, Customer Experience Communications, Comcast Corporation
Hugh McStravick, Vice President, Client and Community Relations, PNC
Veniece Newton, Founder/Executive Director, Community Angel Foundation
Jessica L. Powers, MBA Candidate, The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania
Matt Rader, President, Pennsylvania Horticultural Society
Paul B. Redman, President & Chief Executive Officer, Longwood Gardens
Rosalind Remer, Vice Provost & Lenfest Executive Director, Center for Cultural Partnerships at Drexel University
Bill Rhoads, Senior Vice President, Esperanza Arts Center
Ivy Silver, Founder, Sparkplug Innovations
Stanford Thompson, Founder & Former Executive Director, Play On, Philly!
Gerald Veasley, President, Jazz Philadelphia
Rachel Zimmerman, Executive Director, InLiquid

*Ex-Officio
2020-2021 CULTURAL ALLIANCE STAFF

Priscilla M. Luce
Interim President and CEO

Stuart Adair
Chief Officer for Finance and Administration

Tom Bonner
Director of Community Partnerships

Francis Ellison
Digital Content Manager

Lauren Gillmore
Director of Member Engagement and Administration

Kelli Paul
Vice President of Development

Kate Huffman
Director of Development and Board Liaison

Roberta Johnson
Vice President of Audience Engagement

Allie Vanyur
Senior Programs Manager

Hanifah Jones
Social Media Assistant

Kasya O’Connor Grant
Internship Manager

Kabria Rogers
Audience Services Manager

Kristen Vinh
Senior Manager of Data and Communications

(Not Pictured)
Richard Hayes, Accountant
# CULTURAL CABINET

## AMBASSADOR CORPS
($7,500 or more)

- Kathy H. Christiano
- Linda and David Glickstein
- Carole Haas Gravagno
- Rich Tolsma
- Constance and Sankey Williams

## STEWARDSHIP COUNCIL
($5,000 - $7,499)

- Brian and Sherry Effron
- Victoria Le Vine
- Joanna McNeil Lewis
- Leslie Anne Miller and Richard Worley

## LEADERSHIP CIRCLE
($2,500 - $4,999)

- Jennifer Alleva
- Catherine M. Cahill
- Terry and Ann Marie Horner
- Kristen and Hugh McStravick
- Rosalind Remer

## CULTURAL CABINET
($1,000 - $2,499)

- Katie Adams Schaeffer
- Teresa Araco Rodgers,
  The Presser Foundation
- Chetan Bagga
- Jeff Benoliel and
  Amy Branch-Benoliel
- Leslie Benoliel and L. Alex
  Hamilton III
- Peter Benoliel and Willo Carey
- Jennifer Bohnenberger
- Gwen Borowsky
- David Brigham
- Suzanne and Norman Cohn
- Michael M. Coleman
- Joseph Conyers
- David B. Devan
- Tobey and Mark Dichter
- Larry Dubinski
- Brian Effron
- Dianne and Dave Elderkin
- Carmen Febo-San Miguel
- Cecelia Fitzgibbon Cameron and
  Keith Scott Cameron
- Kim E. Fraites-Dow
- Christina and David Fryman
- Vivian and William Gast
- Susan and Sherwood
  “Woody” Goldberg
- Grace Grillet
- Glenn A. Gundersen &
  Susan P. Manix
- Mr. and Mrs. Jon Harmelin
- Pamela Harrison
- Eileen Heisman
- Deborah Hilzinger
- David F. Hoffman
- Joseph H. Kluger and
  Susan E. Lewis
- Nadia R. Kunz
- Virginia Logan
- Nadine Lomakin
- Priscilla M. Luce
- Joseph Manko Sr.
- Suzanne H. and
  Joseph F. McFadden
- Elizabeth A. Murphy
- Marc and Rayna Pomper
- Jessica L. Powers
- Matt Rader
- Paul B. Redman
- Bill Rhoads
- Patrick Rice
- Charles and Dr. Mindy
  Goldberg Rose
- Nadya K. Shmavonian
- Ivy Silver and Steven Leshner
- Bert and Lynne Strieb
- Sheldon L. and
  Karen B. Thompson
- Elizabeth Warshawer
- Vera D. and John M. Wilson
- Thomas C. Woodward
CULTURAL CABINET

EMERGING LEADERS CIRCLE
Ivan Carter
Kathy H. Christiano
Sarah Christy
Rachel Dukeman
Julia Durkin
Megan Helzner
Kate Huffman
Taja Jones
Kara LaFleur
Phillip Le

Jonecia Lewis
Camille Mola
Megan O’Shea
Kelli Paul
Jessica L. Powers
Donyale Reavis
Kelly Schempp
Megan Tomey

Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance
ANNUAL FUND

George Ahern
Rebecca Alexander
Anonymous (2)
Alice Antonelli
Johanna Austin
Steve Bacher
Brian David Ballard
David Baskin
Leah Batchis
Christina Bauers
Patty Beaman
Constance Benoliel-Rock**
Kim Berger
Elizabeth Billies
Giancarlo Binardo
Charlotte Bleemer
Damon Bonetti
David Bradley
Linda Brick
Jean Brody
A. Michael Broennle
Arden Bender Browning
Susan Butterweck
Mary Calter
Cheryl Carson and Nofre Vaquer
The Catherwood Family Fund of the Philadelphia Foundation
Hedy Cerwinka
Gail Cohen
Miles Cohen
Carole Cohn
John Colgan-Davis
John Collett
Lily Colman
Joseph Connelly
Margaret Conver
Daniel Coonan
Miriam Cooperman
Katharine Cornwell
Joan Countryman
Joseph Croft
Alexander Cross
Arlene Crosson
Katherine Crowe, In Honor Of Rebecca Cweibel
Marie-France Cyr
Patricia Delacy
Frances DeMillion
Marie DiFilloppo
Anne Douglas
Anne Downey
Neil Drucker, In Memory of Randy Alexander
David Duke
Suzanne DuPlantis
Robert DuPlessis
Nancy Dyre
Ian Edery
Olivia Edlund
Jane Eisenstein
Anne Ewers
John Federico
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Feingold
Cathy Fesler
Winifred Fessenheimer
Lana Fishkin
CJ Fitz
Michael Folie
Joseph Freedman
Nancy Freudenthal
Beth Galinsky
Mary Geisz
Elizabeth H. Gemmill
Romani George
Linda Gerson
Karen Gillette
Ursula Gilmore
Patricia Goldberg
Marcia Goldberg, in Memory of Julia Peak
Marjorie Goldman
Dr. Bob and Jan Goren
Jamie Goren, In Memory of Norman Gorman
Phyllis Gottlieb
Sondra Greenberg
Francis Gress
Gloria Guldager
Michael Hairston
Sarah Hallowell
Nancy Halpern
Jordan Hanchulak
Stephanie Harmelin
Diane Hedrich
Naomi Herman
A. Clinton Hewes
Adrienne Hoffman
Sheru Hoffman
Tobie Hoffman
The Honickman Foundation
Laura Hricko
Tom Ipri
Linda R. Jacobs
Ess Jaraha
Jessica Jarmon
Nancy Jeffreys
Shivani Johri
Alana Jones
Meg Kane
Evan Kassof
Holly Keefe
Marta Kiesling
Joan Kimball
Alon Koresh
Don & Vicki Kramer
Alan Kraus
Jan Krzywicki
Jamie Kudera
David Kutzik
Denise LaMarra
William Lautenberger
MaryAnne Leader
Brian Lee
Wynn Lee
Peggy Leibly
Kenneth Leichter
Kelsey Lejuedal
Donna Levy
Lynn Lista
William A. Loeb
Nadine Lomakin
Thomas Lynn
Virginia Mahoney
Mark Makurath
Joseph Mankos
Betty Marmon
Glenda Marshall
Linda Marshall
Gail Massey
Diane and Karen Zilka Mauch
Marilyn Maurer
Tom McCarthy
Heather McConnell
Kris McCormick
Elizabeth McCue
Patrick McEvoy
Jennifer McGinley
Kyle McCoy
George McNeely
Isabel Melvin
Lynda Mitchell
Tom and Kim Moon
Amy Murphy
Diana Myers-Bennett Roberts
Mygatt Charitable Fund
Fran Nachman
R. Barrett and Barbara Noone
Michael Norris and Matt Varrato
Frances Novack
Greg O’Loughlin
Tanya O’Neill
Maureen O’Ryan and Larry Passmore
Beth Oswald
John Overbeck
Janet Parrish
Andrea Paskman
Constance Pearlstein
Lorraine Peterson
Edie Pierce
Joan Pollak
Judith Price
Ellen Ravin
Ann and Frank Reed
Kenneth Richman
Robin Risler
Linda Riter
Michael Rocks
Lisa Rodrigues
Lisa Roese
Robert A. and Mary Kay Rohde
Linda Roney-Clairmont
Dorilona Rose
Nan Rosner
Alla Ross
Dan and Barbara Rottenberg
Jim and Sylvia Louise Ryland
Judith Sachs
Annette Sanders
Garbehad Sarkessian
Francine Savage
Steven Savran
L. Scott Schultz
Ellen Schwartz Siegel
Sherrie Sheckler
Shirley Road Productions
Marvel Shmiefsky
Theresa Shockley
Jeanne Sigler
Joanna Skolnick
David Smith
Tieshka Smith
Julia Sneeringer
Marcia Soast
Mark Spiller
Daniel Stamm
Deborah Stern
George Stern
Evelyn Stettin
Robin Bender Stevens
Stevenson Hsu Fund
Robert Stewart
Carol Stirton-Broad
Andrew Stone, In Appreciation
of Sarah Bishop-Stone
Mary Jo Strawbridge
Laura Strychalski
Donna Sugg
Dorota Szarlej
Tom Taylor
Susan Thompson
William Thompson
Elizabeth Thornton
Patricia Toy
Carol Trevey
Margaret Turcich
Ellen Ufberg
Ruth Valentine
Valley Forge Chorus
Patricia Vance
Jeffrey Vermuth
Wendy Weinberg
Ellen Wert
Michelle White
Barbara Williams
Dyana Williams
Joy Wiltenburg
Dennis M. Wint
Deborah Winter
Deandra Witt
Joan Wohl

**Deceased
INSTITUTIONAL DONORS

Bloomberg Philanthropies
Destination Delco
Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation
Eastern Standard
The Foundation for Delaware County
Glenmede
Hess Foundation
Lincoln Financial Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
Payroll Service Solutions
PECO
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency
PNC Arts Alive
The Philadelphia Foundation
Rich Tolsma Productions
Samuel S. Fels Fund
SWELL, LLC.
Visit Philadelphia
William Penn Foundation
Your Part-Time Controller, LLC
Glenmede is proud to sponsor the 2021 Annual Report of the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance. Their vital programming continued to provide critical racial justice resources, steward the cultural community through the ongoing impact from COVID-19, and nourish the spirit of creativity in our region. We proudly support this organization that shares our values, and welcome Patricia Wilson Aden as she begins her tenure as the Cultural Alliance’s president and CEO.

Glenmede was founded in 1956 to serve in perpetuity as the investment manager and trustee of the Pew family’s charitable interests—The Pew Trusts. Today our trust company provides highly customized investment, fiduciary and advisory services to foundations, endowments, high-net-worth individuals and families, and institutional entities, representing $40 billion of assets under management.

We are pleased to be part of this community and to support the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, which leads, strengthens, and amplifies the voices of the arts and culture sector.

Sincerely,

Samantha E.M. Audia
Business Development Director
Glenmede